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Arts

 H
ello, summer! Wait, no it’s not. At this 
point in February we should be knee-deep 
in the white stuff, but Mother Nature is 

seeing fit to shine her love so brightly upon 
First Friday ArtWalkers there might not be any 
need for a jacket. It’s unseasonably warm, sure, 
but it’s also the season for chocolate. Many 
galleries and shops on this month’s art trail are 
handing out delicious candy goodness along 
with a glass—or two—of red so there’s even 
more to explore this month.

The all-seeing lens
In grade school, after the teacher vigor-

ously yanked the gigantic roll-up map, it was 
easy to get lost in the rolling greens of the East 
Coast intersecting with the reds and browns 
of the Midwest. From thousands of feet above 
ground, Flagstaff-based photographer and pilot 
Greg Brown captures the topographical maps 
of our dreams bearing the inherent surrealistic 
quality of the Southwest landscape.

Brown emphasizes he is an artist who flies, 
not a pilot who takes photos. His skills reach 
years back to before he was ever professionally 
either. He began flying at 19, but his father 
bought him his first camera when he was 12—
after he passed a quiz. The professional influ-
ence came 14 years ago when his adventure 
column named after his aircraft, “Views from 
the Flying Carpet,” was (and still is) published in 
Flight Training magazine.

Brown’s editor lives in Maryland, though. 
Being a coastal dweller unfamiliar with the 

desert’s vibrant minerals, when a photo similar 
to Edge of the Painted Desert showed up on 
his computer screen, he insisted the deep red 
was off-color.

“He wrote me back and said, ‘I really like 
this one, but you have to correct the colors on 
it.’ He’s not familiar, so he could not believe 
what he was seeing,” Brown recalls with a 
laugh. Since then, Brown provides perspective 
with green foliage—something identifiable to 
the unsuspecting eye.

Each photo retains a story and com-
municates with the viewer through wisps of 
monsoonal rains or in the crevices of high desert 
mountains. With a Master’s in design, Brown also 
infuses design elements into images depicting 
the topsy-turvy nature of towns laid in a Mid-
western grid, breaking monotony of mile-long 
blocks by zooming in on towns built on a slant.

Whether on an afternoon adventure with 
his wife and co-pilot, or setting autopilot in a 
bank to capture a fly-by of massive sand dunes 
in Death Valley, Brown banks on opportunity 
and shoots for the moment. Get a birds-eye 
view at Wil McNabb Fine Jewelry, 18 N. Leroux, 
from 6-9 p.m. 213-1572. www.gregbrownflying-
carpet.com.

Try anything once
An army of clay robots emblazoned with 

the symbol of their people—a heart—march 
out of Billy Fefer’s kiln in periodic attempts at 
ceramic domination. Other trips to the wheel 
yield fine stoneware like cups and bowls with 
textured glazes that drip down the sides of 
the piece or are speckled like the kiln’s heat 
evaporated pockets and left others just because. 
Striking imagery and symbolism sweep across 

canvases, too, as he’s quite adept with a brush.
Fefer picks up extra skills and infuses shards 

of inspiration from the waves of people he 
observes in the cities he loves. While some get 
seasick media jumping, this artist finds himself on 
an even keel and satisfied with the urge to create.

His inventive flare ignited in the ’70s on the 
streets of Pennsylvania’s relaxed art commune, 
New Hope. Born into blue collar surroundings, 
Fefer says the art scene offered a happy juxtapo-
sition.

Fefer received his Bachelor’s of Fine Arts 
from NAU where he specialized in wood-fired 
ceramics and other “atmospheric” techniques. 
Today, he salt fires on occasion, but prefers 
single-fire techniques to achieve flashes of color 
and texture.

“I was formally trained in my teens with 
drawing classes and painting classes, and I 

BY DIANDRA MARKGRAF

On the Wall Chasing the dream 
from above and below

Adbusters by Billy Fefer.

Edge of the Painted Desert by Greg Brown.

Greg
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